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*Travaux Préparatoires* and United Nations Treaties or Conventions: Using the Web Wisely

Research Tips and Observations

MARYLIN RAISCH*

One of the spectacular and liberating features of the Internet in general and the United Nations web site in particular is that if a treaty you are researching was drafted in connection with a conference relating to human rights, the environment, development, or a major topic in criminal or commercial law, entire web pages based on the treaty and its history are now in place. The process of drafting and finalizing the texts of major conventions and treaties sponsored by bodies within the United Nations system is unusually well-documented. The conference process and other drafting procedures have always made researching UN treaties rather more systematic than is the case with many inter-governmental organizations.

All that said, however, the fact remains that while it is possible to find individual recent documentation relating to the drafting of treaties by searching the Internet via the popular search engines, the results may not always be as comprehensive as the conscientious legal practitioner or scholar might wish. And what of the less well-known multilateral conventions? Alas, it is not only the obscure or bilateral treaties that can be hard to interpret or locate. *Travaux* for larger conventions may be a challenge as well. An ounce of caution and a larger dose of background knowledge can save the generalist and the specialist

librarian, respectively, from the pitfalls of missed documents or gaps that the researcher may all too readily blame on that hapless librarian.¹

There is no reason to abandon search engines or the web itself if the savvy librarian knows a few tips for online access and is willing to supplement the search with print or other electronic formats. Knowing the drafting process for the UN and some other regional organizations is a starting point for more in-depth knowledge and evaluation of the electronic resources.

WHAT EXACTLY ARE TRAVAUX PRÉPARATOIRES AND WHY WOULD ANYONE WANT TO FIND THEM?

Literally the "preparatory works," travaux, or documentation of a treaty, may serve as an aid to interpretation of the treaty in the same way as legislative or drafting history might shed light on the wording of a statute. Jonathan Pratter, International and Foreign Law Librarian, Jamail Center for Legal Research, Tarlton Law Library, University of Texas, has created an excellent slide show outline of the research process for travaux, and he includes a list of scholarly definitions on slide 4 of his presentation.² He quotes Jennings and Watts to the effect that travaux are most simply a "record of negotiations preceding the conclusion of a treaty...."³ However, such drafting history plays a subsidiary role, according to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1965).⁴ Whereas at one time the intention of the parties at the time of drafting played a prominent role, the Vienna Convention requires that it be established

¹ While the researcher can sometimes choose to which librarian a question may be addressed, that is, generalist or specialist, the obverse is not always true: the sitting-duck librarian may not choose the depth or difficulty of any individual question put to him or her.


⁴ 1155 U.N.T.S. 331.
that there are ambiguities or other special reasons to resort to drafting history.\(^5\) Why, then, would a researcher be concerned about these documents?

The drafting history of major treaties continues to be of general scholarly interest and a matter of judicial notice despite the cautious note sounded by the Vienna Treaty. To cite some grounds for this generalization, one can point to circumstantial evidence in the form of a Lexis search on the phrase "travaux préparatoires" in the "law reviews combined" file of secondary sources. The phrase appears in 563 law review articles, and a random sample of contextual weight given to the phrase indicated not only that scholars had used these background materials in analysis of treaties but also that courts had made use of them as well.\(^6\) The March 1999 Pinochet House of Lords decision made frequent reference to the travaux of the Torture and Extradition conventions under consideration in that ground-breaking case on human rights and jurisdiction.\(^7\)

Finally, what exactly are the types of documents to be included? If one looks at some of the many compilations of travaux in print,\(^8\) one sees the

\(^5\) Art. 31(4), Art. 32. See Bernhardt, R. "Interpretation in International Law," 7 Encyclopedia of Public International Law at 321-323.


\(^8\) See, e.g., Lars Adam REhof, Guide to the travaux préparatoires of the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (Dordrecht; Boston: M. Nijhoff Publishers, 1993); Council of Europe, Collected edition of the "travaux préparatoires" of the European Convention on Human Rights (The Hague; Boston: M. Nijhoff: 1975-1985; Hague Conference on Private International Law, Actes et documents de la ... session: (La Haye: Bureau permanent de la Conférence, 1893- ) with volumes from the permanent bureau per se from 1961 on. These are just a few of the more important examples of collected
documents and proceedings of conferences, working groups, and preparatory committees variously named, reports of special rapporteurs, actual previous drafts with commentary, and the like. Because these documents vary somewhat in type, the appearance of documents on treaty web sites can be misleading. It is important here to distinguish between general background documents, or background information, and travaux. Take, for example, the United Nations Environment Programme Ozone Secretariat, http://www.unep.org/ozone/index-en.shtml, bringing together the related ozone treaties and protocols. Major reports and amending language is posted there, and one can piece together the background. But one is left uncertain as to whether this constitutes the actual travaux or- and this is usually the case with web sites for treaties with monitoring functions- is it more about the present and future of the treaty than its drafting history? This certainly seems to be the case for the Kyoto Protocol at the web site for the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, http://www.unfccc.de/index.html. In short, the major areas where search engines take us easily to the authentic treaty texts fall mainly within the areas of the environment, human rights, and commercial areas such as the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the Sale of Goods. And these sites are concerned more with periodic reporting, jurisprudence, and monitoring, which is indeed the major relevance of the treaties. Enforcement, after all, has given public international law some greater credibility.


One of the helpful things about the mass of UN documentation is that it is well-organized, even though it is voluminous. Every conference that has ever been held, including those which resulted in a draft treaty, has been assigned a unique number. Once one discovers this number, one can use the fee-based Official Document System database (for treaties negotiated after 1992), www.ods.un.org, in order to call up the documents of that conference. There have been major and minor conferences, and not all of these are listed on the web site, but major ones are listed at the UN-I-QUE (UN Info Quest) service in the documentation page of the UN web site, http://www.un.org/Depts/dhl/unique/index.html.

travaux.
To learn the conference numbers and to get a list at least of the final reports of all conferences since 1948, one enters the initial or leading symbol elements for those conferences, either A/CONF or E/CONF. It helps if one knows at the start whether it was a General Assembly body or an Economic and Social Council body which sponsored the conference, but trial and error works as well. One gets a fairly long list by title of conferences by topic, but if you click on the Tin Conference, for example, one finds that it was E/CONF.12 and then one can use ACCESS UN or the microfiche set to get the documents of the 1950 conference (too old for the indexed web, though Google will pick up the 1960 and later meetings at a further point on the travaux time line). This is an ideal way to get information for the un-sexy and not often mentioned conferences that law firms sometimes find relevant to clients’ interests in particular goods or services.

If it’s hot and new you want, "A/CONF and human rights" in the UN-IQUE search template brings you the World Conference on Human Rights, its dates, location, and handy number, A/CONF.157, and so on. In this way you could get a fairly complete list using paper, fiche and the web.

Another overlooked source is the United Nations Yearbook. While one must go year by year, it is entirely possible to compile a very complete list of draft documents and reports using each volume’s index. It is a CD-ROM product so it has an electronic life as well, although this author is not familiar with that format.

Finally, one should not overlook the role of bodies which have some part to play, either in treaty-drafting directly or in yearly meetings on the codification of international law. These include the International Law Commission and its oft-cited Analytical Guide (with its category-based index), http://www.un.org/law/ilc/guide/gfra.htm, the General Assembly Sixth Committee, http://www.un.org/law/cod/sixth/index.html and the charter-based bodies such as the Human Rights Commission, http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu2/2/chr.htm. "Sixth committee summary treaty actions" is a good Google search (though Google does not support stemming, and "treaty or treaties" may be what one would try). "Sixth Committee treaties" throws the search off into several specific documents of which one has to read summaries and none, on

---

page one at least, constitutes overall treaty actions. But with familiarity, one can assist patrons with this type of internet search as a start.

CASE STUDY: OPTIONAL PROTOCOL TO THE CEDAW

In writing a research manual on the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women, I had occasion to compare the results of the web alone, as against combined format searching, and discovered that at the Optional Protocol site, little of the true travaux are archived. At the Division for the Advancement of Women Optional Protocol site, http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/protocol/undocs.htm, reached also by search engine with "optional protocol draft women," one would start at the 13th session of CEDAW (1994) and work one's way though reports which mention it. But by including a search of the yearbook and UN-I-QUE, one can combine the power of the Internet and the Fourth World Conference on Women website. A/CONF.177 documents are there, though not all pertain directly to the Optional Protocol. There seemed no getting around using the footnotes to documents in order to refine the search.

Search engines such as www.alltheweb.com give more refined results just on "optional protocol women" and take one to the page with the initial definition of the text and the project. Certainly greater relevance scoring in search engines helps until more documents are made freely available and searchable on the web.

AGAINST INTERPRETATION¹⁰: TEXTS AND BIAS. WE DRIVE THE WEB FOR INFORMATION; IT DOES NOT DRIVE US.

The final lesson to be learned from treaty travaux research is that once you learn something, it changes. In E/CN.6/1999/L.2, a limited distribution document from the Commission on the Status of Women (CN.6) we find that "open-ended working group" is the name of the principal drafting body for the Optional Protocol to CEDAW. The literal nature of searching will have to give

¹⁰ This is meant in the moderately deconstructionist sense of art and literature critic Susan Sontag's work of the same name. Otherwise I should be accused of undermining the rationale behind treaty travaux in the first place! Experience and text are in a kind of reflexive relationship. See generally Susan Sontag, Against interpretation, and other essays, (New York Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1966).
way to smarter search engines which know when to drop a word or two. Recent news articles describe the computerized autos that are developing\textsuperscript{11} and which will one day drive us to destinations. This is a big boon to people like myself with a poor sense of direction and a nervous approach to highway exit signs. But inevitably, I thought while reading it, the cars will come with popular destinations programmed in, like Disneyland...and many people will probably go there because there will be no need to map it and watch the signs. What about those other destinations? We will still have to tell the car to go there, even if it knows how. Already bias in information is toward the big treaties and larger web sites. As information professionals, we still need the background knowledge to make sure we can get to all the other places in cyberspace, or in print, that we want to go. We are still a little bit wiser than the web.